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Abstract
Producing an audiovisual work is the ability to transform an idea, a story, a
script into a tangible product, to bring it closer to the screen. After the
production of any project, it is ready to be filmed.

In this project, you can find the memories to carry out the production of a
fiction short film entitled What A Night. This paper discusses the making of the
short film by Jose Hidalgo Thormann to fulfill his thesis requirement to receive
his MFA in Film and Animation from the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Introduction
To carry out the production of any audiovisual content, a great previous
preparation is necessary so that at the time of filming everything is easier and
we can guide ourselves of some guidelines so that nothing goes wrong. In this
sense, production plays a very important role since it helps us quantify what we
will need before and during filming, to plan all the times of both preparation
and recording, to know how much the project will cost and, ultimately, to
control in a more technical way the needs related to filming.
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The main motivation of wanting to do this work is the fact of being able to make
a Short Film in a more individual, more autonomous way and get a good
product that will promote my work outside of school. In addition, it is a
challenge for me to delegate production tasks of the Short Film to other people
since, in the projects carried out previously, I always ended up doing almost
everything for reasons of space and time.

In addition, being able to take care of the production of this Short Film will help
me learn better how this production should be done, what steps have to be
followed and what things have to be kept in mind. Therefore, with this work, I
also hope that the fact of being able to take care of the production of this Short
Film will help me learn better how this production should be done, what steps
have to be followed and what things have to be kept in mind.

My main goal with this thesis film was to bring to life a story that could connect
to the emotions of the audience. To make this possible, it was essential to
maintain a simple narrative structure that would work well with the timeline
and resources for the film.

What A Night is the result of my three years at the School of Film and Animation
developing as a filmmaker and artist, the sum of many of my personal
achievements and failures, thanks to them I am who I am today, and my
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continuous struggle to balance the approach of wanting to do something
serious but without losing my food essence and making a film with the rigorous
technical process involved in its production.

Pre-Production
Coming up With the Proposal
During the spring semester of my second year I spent my time thinking and
talking with my friends what kind of short film should I do, the genre, if I
should go for something complicated and put people to analyze what they just
saw or something digestible and that anyone could understand. I always knew
that I wanted to do something with which I identified and could use my mother
tongue, Spanish, in it. My first idea was a drama about a young Latino who
wanted to leave the closet but was afraid of being physically abused by his
father and the macho environment of his family. I liked this idea a lot, but I felt
that it was not something with which I would identify myself doing because it is
not a story I have lived or I have been close to personally.

Looking for references and ideas on Vimeo, one afternoon while working at the
cage I found a short film, RHINOS, by a European filmmaker named Shimmy
Marcus. The film makes convincing statements about how we as people can
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make connections regardless of the language we speak, if we’re only open to it.
By watching it, I felt identified and interested in the premise that for us human
beings, to understand each other, we should not specifically speak the same
language. RHINOS tells a profound, observational story about loneliness,
human behavior and love, while being true and honest with its characters and
its initial premise.

After watching this short film, I kept thinking; I want to do something like that
but I don't want to steal that idea. I don't want to do something copied to the
perfection of Shimmy Marcus's work. I had to do something with this premise
but in my way and there it was that everything started to flow. I spent my
evenings at work telling my ideas to my classmates, calling my mother and
telling her about my progress, my best friends were outside Rochester, anyone
who asked me how my thesis was going, I showed him my ideas to see which
one they found most interesting.

Concept of the Film
The film primarily develops the concept of love, friendship and immigration
found under unexpected circumstances. It displays the resourcefulness of
people to make a connection out of an apparently difficult situation because of
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the language barrier. Music and humor were an important tool that highlights
the power of laughter and sound and what my vision of their role in society is.

Since I arrived at RIT, I realized that my true calling was to make films with
comedy in them; I identify myself with comedy because it makes you forget the
bad times for a moment and your mood changes. Another plus of comedy, is
that via black humor you can make social criticism without going straight to the
point.

What A Night was born under the working title “Hola” and stayed with that
name until the week before the final screening. The name change came after a
recommendation from my thesis advisor, Ambarien Alqadar, since she made me
think that the title What A Night made more sense than Hello, after she saw the
final cut of the short film. I thought about it for a while and changed the name. I
end up liking that name more than the previous one and it was more like my
story.

The Proposal
An earlier version of What A Night, was a big production dream. It was dense.
The story was big – perhaps way too big. It had lots of moments I felt all served
a certain purpose and needed to be in there. When I was working on this story
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and its characters, I would be so consumed in this world that I had just created
so much that every little detail seemed more important than the other.. I
wanted to film inside an airport terminal, make my lead sing and jump into a
plane. I was wrong, and crazy, probably.

The jurors denied my first proposal; they understood that I did not have a good
structure, and the characters did not have a need. Anyway, it seemed more like a
long scene than a short film. When this happened I felt super bad and
emotionally decayed. I sat down with my advisor and she gave me some advice
on what to do and what to fix and got to work. For my second proposal the
jurors were more comfortable with my treatment, budget and shooting plan.

The only doubt they had was how they would handle the use of two different
languages at the same time and that the subtitles did not confuse the audience
given that Spanish depending on where the people are they speak quick or very
slow. Where I am from, Dominican Republic, by tendency we speak quick and it
is sometimes difficult to understand each other among Spanish speakers.

By August 2018, I reconsidered, and changed my story, same premise, but a
different story arch and different characters. I had to re-propose and
everything went OK.
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Rationale
After coming up with many ideas of films that could be doable, films that would
be easier to digest and people can enjoy and feel identified, I arrived at this idea
based on a story that my best friend told me, the influence of my Hispanic
background and my own views on life. My premise is that we are all humans, we
are all human beings and we don’t need language to bond with other humans.
Language is something we take for granted. The strings of syllables, sounds and
pauses, which all mesh together to form thoughts that can be transferred
directly from one person’s cerebral cloud to another, is nothing short of a
phenomenon. When face-to-face, we can’t mind-read, but we can mind-speak.
But what happens when this ability is lost? Is there something more to us
humans than our vocabulary to express our trails of brain dust?

When coming to America, I was prepared to interact with English speakers but
not for my classmates and new friends from other parts of the world that
English is not their mother tongue. In the past two years I have been exposed to
people from many nationalities and hear them talk in their own language with
their friends and families on the phone or through video calls.

Despite not understanding anything from what they were saying, the most
unparalleled insight subtly peeped its head into my consciousness, and
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paradoxically appeared when my clinging to the struggle of a language barrier
disappeared. That’s where I saw the bridge of the human connection really
reveal itself before me. I watched one of my friends from India talk with his
mom in our way to this house. I did not know what they were talking about but
just by seeing his reactions and the sound of his voice I knew it was something
good and that was making him happy. I could tell if he was sad, not because he
told me, but because I could see it in his eyes and his face. A smile means the
same thing in every culture–a basic fact you learn in Psychology 101.

Language is unnecessary for people to experience empathy for one another.
Anger, passion, love and pure stupidity is the same across the board, regardless
of the insults, exclamations, compliments or mistakes provided in one’s native
language to express it. My friends back home, always tell me I’m always
watching people instead of talking to them. But for me it is better to watch
people rather than speculate based on what you heard. Habits, motions,
expressions and vibes clue us humans onto what others are thinking or
feeling.
Why making my lead sing in the film?
I based the decision of making on my lead sing for my professional interests.
I’m interested mostly in the creative process of making a comedy film. My
initial thought was that sang songs inside the film allows for easier control over
the connection both lead characters would have. However, I knew that as much
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as I wanted to avoid spending a lot of time dealing with technical issues, other
problems would come up in other areas such as lip-synching and continuity.

Script
The actual process of writing a script can take months or even years. Reaching
the final version of it is usually expensive, and many times the same author has
to know when to stop making corrections and even practically apply a
self-censorship

that

allows

getting

a

final

version.

Although

the

cinematographic script is an element in constant transformation during the
production process, and we could affirm that the script of a film is only finished
when the assembly is finished, since that is when the film has its own final
structure

The script of “What A Night” starts from a short story written by myself, which
was decided to adapt to the format of the film script because of its plain
simplicity and because there was a temporal and spatial unit and very few
characters were involved in the play.

The script underwent many changes in the pre-production stage, since I had
changed my thesis idea at the beginning of the fall semester 2018, I had to make
another script. The new story was about a couple who knew each other without
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speaking the language of the other and ended up together and then into a fast
forward in the present time and these two were in couples therapy trying to fix
their differences and make their relationship work. While they were dealing
with the therapist, we would see how they knew each other and the
development of the story.

After weekly talks with my advisors, Ambarien and Adrianne, the story changed
to an encounter, all happening in the space of a night in which two strangers
meet and gaze at each other without taking into account the interference of
third parties. This change helped me a lot and let me flow when developing the
characters and dialogue while writing the final script. My goal was to have a
history of maximum 12 minutes and I ended up having a script of 14 pages.

Hands to Work
Once the script is finished, having prepared a synopsis and a treatment of it, it
is time to find a team willing to join the project and able to move it forward.
Surrounding yourself with the right people and filling the main positions with
trusted people can make the difference between the success or failure of a
project. Therefore, the first step is to find an assistant director and right hand in
production that can coordinate the entire project. Between Eliza Good, a friend
and classmate and myself, we decided to perform this task.
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As a producer, together with Eliza, I developed the Production Plan where the
timing and the managers of the different phases would be specified. Being a
low-budget production, everything becomes much more complex, and you have
to offer something that stimulates the team and that has nothing to do with
economic compensation. That something may well be the possibility of creative
development, that is, to participate in the process, creatively speaking, to all
the people involved. Listening to opinions, including ideas from others, and
ultimately, combining talents, has to be one of the main tasks of a director.

In the documentary The Making Of Amadeus (2002) by Bill Jersey, the Czech
film director, screenwriter, actor, and professor said something more or less
like this: A director does a bit of everything, but a good director always, in every
aspect from his work, he must choose people better than him. This is advice
that I have taken since I saw the documentary almost to the letter, and I find it
very successful. Cinema, like a few other arts, is the combination of varied
talents par excellence.
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The Crew
For the short film it was necessary to detail who would perform each technical
function to better control the equipment and that each person has a clear task
assigned.

The entire technical team comprises colleagues or friends that I know and are
good in the field in which I have included them. In addition, everyone has
experience in similar projects that have been carried out in groups or outside
projects in which they have taken part.

In addition, that we all know each other and want to dedicate ourselves to the
audiovisual world makes us believe in this project and have illusions to carry it
out, even if it means a lot of effort and we have no more reward than knowing
that we have created a quality work that will take our first name.

Director: Jose Hidalgo Thormann
Script: Jose Hidalgo Thormann
Production: Jose Hidalgo Thormann and Eliza Good
Direction of Photography: Nathaniel Bellavia
First Camera Assistant: Allegra Dziezic and Raquel Estrada
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Second Camera Assistant: Jordan Fureman
First Assistant Director: Eliza Good
Sound: Oscar Estrada and Creighton Yanchar
Editor: Jose Hidalgo Thormann
Sound Editing: Bryan Bena
Wardrobe and Makeup: Priscilla Gomez
Grip and Gaffer: Krhiz Huryz and Kevin Villafuerte
Production Assistants: Hebrews Campbell, Victoria Lofaro, Will Jarrett, Kristie
Grosvenor and Ethan Connell
Executive Producers: Jose Armando Bermudez, Jijo Sengupta, Chris Thormann,
William Thormann and Priscilla Gomez.
Cast: Axel Mansilla, Leah Glendenning, Stepahnie Sabala and Marcelo Lopez.

Casting characters
My two main characters were Alice and Diego. Finding Diego was very easy
since I had Axel, my university partner, who has an acting career in the
Dominican Republic and since I went to Rochester, he told me to have him for
any project that I considered he could be of great help. Then I thought there was
no better than to bring it for my thesis. I sent a draft of the script to my liking
and via Axel I also got the rights to the songs I use in the short film. He put me
in touch with a Dominican singer-songwriter named Pamel who, at first,
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agreed to give me permission to use two of his songs and told me that if I
needed any other musical help I was at my service. I was freaking out when he
told me, since most of the students know how difficult it is to get permission to
use songs for free.

Already having Axel selected to give life to Diego, I had to find who could play
the role of Alice. Using the resources of the acting groups in Upstate NY on the
social network Facebook and the contacts of my classmates Eliza Good and
Camille Howard, I found Leah Glendenning, a girl native of Buffalo, NY who
resembled what I was looking for the role.

While writing the last drafts of the script, I realized that since I was creating
characters based on people close to me but with no acting experience, why not
ask them if they would like to act in my thesis? Marcelo's character was literally
created in the likeness of my best friend of the same name, all his dialogues and
traits are things that the real Marcelo does and says in his day to day. For the
role of Luna, personally the character I love the most in the whole short film,
because I feel we have all had a friend like Luna in our lives. That person who
always lives every day and doesn't care what they say. To give life to this
character, I chose my friend Stephanie Sabala, she, like Axel, was with me at the
university and we had known each other since we were in elementary school. At
first I doubted if she would be comfortable in front of the camera and the whole
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process involved in recording a scene but she agreed and was super excited for
her acting debut.

Working with non-actors was something very interesting and in some
experimental way, the fact that Luna and Marcelo's characters were portrayed
in the likeness of Stephanie and Marcelo helped me a lot. I remember that
during the rehearsals they told me "Hey, how about I say it this way which I
think is more natural?" and I told them, "You know what, okay, I like your
contribution. Go ahead. '' That contributed a lot when making the scenes on the
set, wasting less time because of dialog failures since they said things that they
themselves say in their day to day. For some moments I felt that I was making a
collegial attempt at cinéma vérité as in the times of the French New wave.

Rehearsals
Since only one person from my cast was living in Rochester, in early October, I
thought of holding a Google Hangouts table read for characters I had already
cast. Hangouts would have been the only way to do it as some talent was based
outside of Rochester. Axel in Santo Domingo, Marcelo in New York City and
Leah between Buffalo and Syracuse. A table read seemed like a great way for
everybody to meet before the shoot and see their chemistry with each other at
least virtually.
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Initially, the meetings comprised relaxed readings that little by little were
gaining tones, intention and evolution in the different characters. After the
actors memorize their lines and felt comfortable with the script and their
parliaments, discussions began with acting proposals between them and what I,
as the director, wanted, achieving a perfect balance between the two
expressions.

The funds
I had no actors and locations but not money. My friends asked me why I needed
money if I had the rental facility at school providing me most of all the stuff I
needed to shoot my thesis, but little do they know that even if the school gives
you equipment you still need funds to complete your movie. While I was getting
a stipend from the Dominican government every month aside from my
part-time job at school, this was barely enough to cover my personal cost of
living and educational needs.I couldn't finance my movie from it.

There were several crowdfunding options (Indiegogo, Kickstarter, GoFundMe,
etc) I could have tried to raise money for the film, I went to use the first one.
The main expense of my short film was the flight ticket of my main actor, Axel
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Mansilla, since he lives in the Dominican Republic and had to have it in
Rochester for two weekends. Luckily for me, he is a close friend and agreed to
stay in my apartment together with my supporting actor, Marcelo Lopez, thus
saving me a good amount of lodging money. Some funds were destined to art,
because as film students we have to buy, rent, or make any props, wardrobe,
and decor that we do not already have access to.

Two weeks before I started shooting, I reached the finish line in Indiegogo and
was able to breathe. I was terrified of not raising money and having to max out
my credit cards and fall into financial problems in a country that is not even
mine. Now that I've had a bit of money to work with, it was time to get ready to
make the actual film. Filmmaking can be draining but I love every second of the
process..
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Production
Visual proposal: Shots and framing
In early October, Nate and I met to prepare the shot list that would serve as a
guideline during principal photography. At this point we were more or less in
sync on the shots we wanted to have in the film.We also set up we would shoot
the two weekends before Thanksgiving break so we can be free to do other stuff
after the break and let crew travel home and not stay in Rochester for filming.

I based all the visual and sound aspect on the traditional American cinema style.
I composed the frames based on the Law of Thirds and obeying the traditional
ones. I respected the Thirty Degrees for camera positioning; the axis was not
skipped at any time, nor were zooms or cuts in or out used during the same
frame. Many general angles and medium angles were used to generate a
distance between Diego and his two antagonists: Alice and Luna, with an
enough depth of field through the use of wide angle. On the contrary, between
Diego and Alice, more middle planes and close-ups were used to generate
greater intimacy between them, with a shallow depth of field.
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In the same way, dollies, steady cams, pans, tilts and tripod were used to
achieve stability in the displacements and create the feeling of closeness and
movement, just as if the public were part of the story. Like the use of the camera
in hand, I limited it to few shots throughout the short film with the sole aim of
achieving greater intimacy with the protagonist.

Cinematography
We recorded the project with a professional HD video camera: the Sony
PXW-FS5M2 4K XDCAM Compact Handheld Camcorder with Super 35 CMOS
Sensor, which has a very good ability to work in low light and has a great image
quality. To complement their functions, practical lights and Cooke lenses from
the SOFA Cage were used.

Regarding the temperature of the light, we managed both to distinguish and
contrast the environments in which the story takes place: with a cold color
temperature in the exteriors and warm in the interiors.
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Art
The palette was composed of desaturated colors with a domain of black, brown,
green, gray, blue and purple, pink, in their darkest and most opaque tones.

The costumes were simple and casual for all the characters, who were assigned
a characteristic color to distinguish themselves from the others. The makeup
for all the actors has to be a very natural makeup, since the characters represent
village people in their day-to-day lives, so an ornate makeup would look very
exaggerated.

Crafty food
Catering is very important in all shootings since the actors need to replenish
strength and energy to continue the recording day in a more enjoyable way. For
this short film it will be necessary to make two breakfasts, two meals, and all
dinners.

Given the amount of meals to be made and the people who will have taken many
foods to cover the two days of filming. They have been taken into account from
foods as basic as water, sugar or salt to foods that would be part of the meals.
Since at the location we did not have a kitchen, every day the technical team
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brings kits of bagels, yogurt and coffee for breakfast. For lunch and dinner we
order a pizza or we went to a nearby restaurant.

Besides the main meals, actors and team members can have some snacks
between these meals. For this, nuts and drinks are bought to make them
available whenever they need something to drink.

Sound, Camera, and Action.
Filming was done in Downtown Rochester, New York, a town near Lake Ontario
within the Finger Lakes region. The team was composed of 13 to 15 people
depending on the shooting day, including the two leading actors and two cast
actors. There were two in the management department, four in the production
department, one in the Art department, three in the photography department,
one in sound, two in lights and electricity.

The production was chaotic since the beginning, even though I had everything
planned with anticipation, anything can happen and it did but it was possible to
film what was necessary in record time. The first weekend of filming had to be
canceled at the last moment because one of the actresses had gotten sick and to
top it off she was on the other side of the border in Toronto, Canada. Already
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with a weekend less, time was running against us and I had to take advantage of
every second I had of my actors on the set without violating the regulation of
working hours on set.

As expected, the main challenges in filming arose around the locations. Since 75
to 80 percent of the short film was happening in a bar at the last minute they
canceled a location and we lost 4 hours of the first day of filming because of this
situation. So as the shooting went on, many of the plans that were wanted to be
made were not made for a matter of time or changed by the difficulty we had in
the locations, but the short film narrative and the plan always prevailed
original.

Already on the second weekend of shooting everything started perfect, the
manager of the Firehouse Saloon left the whole bar for us and gave us creative
freedom to do what we want in the stage they have inside the establishment.
The weather was freezing as the first layers of snow had fallen in the city and
we were all warmly dressed in the best way to keep us comfortable. I loved the
chemistry among all the actors on camera. My experiment with non-actors was
working, and the production was going well.

On the second day of filming we may face the only big stumble. The location
that we were supposed to film in, bailed on us and nobody appeared to give us
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entrance to the place, I went into a panic state. Without that scene I would not
have my short film and I needed to record it since Axel was going to the
Dominican Republic the next morning.

After that serious impasse, I began to restructure the short film with my
assistant director Eliza Good, and we went to a nearby bar called Murphy's Law,
which had just opened and their staff was preparing and cleaning the
establishment, it was about 10 o'clock. On a Sunday morning, the bar was
preparing for a classic Football Sunday and they let us record there until 2 PM
but without control of the ambient sound, this was a great challenge for my
soundman, Creighton, to make the dialogues come out as clean as possible so as
not to have to do ADR in post production.
Anyway, Creighton did magic, and the audio came out with a workable and
decent quality. Personally, I was frustrated at not being able to fully control the
amount of light that entered the establishment since with the location that
aborted us at the last moment we had a basement in which all the light sources
would be controllable and we would have greater freedom creative besides the
plans were already planned.

Despite the setbacks we managed to record the shots necessary to complete the
interior scenes. I have to thank Eliza and Nate very much for their hard work
and for dealing with my stress during that last day of filming. After these two
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days of shooting, I only had to record some B-Roll, one scene with the girls and
some scenes that Axel would end up filming himself from the Dominican
Republic.

Post Production
Editing
I did the assembly in a traditional way: respecting the continuity in a linear
story and with flashbacks. I edited it using Adobe Premiere and DaVinci Resolve.
At the end of the short film there is a short sequence of motion graphics that
help the viewer read a text message that our protagonist receives.

Upon arriving at the assembly table I found less material than planned before
filming. Most of the shots were very extensive and there weren't many options
to play with. The first thing I did was to structure the short film in the same
order that the script proposed.
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Winter Screenings
This first cut lasted about 16 minutes and was slow and observational but I
ended up showing in the winter screenings so faculty could give me feedback
and look at my work in progress. The feedback that I got from people at winter
screenings was valuable. After observing and dissecting the film many times, it
was important to get a fresh perspective from people who had never watched
the film. The simplicity of the plot and the rational course of events were more
important than exactly the order of shots expected

After the rough cut shown during winter screenings, the second cut was more
radical, the short film lasted about 12 minutes and had a good rhythm and
maintained the basic essence of the script. But in particular it was not the same.
From my perspective, I fulfilled the main objective of the story. From this cut, I
worked until the end of the current short film.

Missing Scene Park Scene
There was a scene in the script on which Alice and Luna are walking in a park
and a man looks at Alice flirtatiously and she responds with a bad look and runs
after him frantically. For reasons of time and space of both actresses this scene
could not be recorded, and I ended up agreeing that Axel somehow told the
story in vlog mode to start and finish the film.
30

Sound
The sound was recorded by an operator and two assistants using a console
connected to a boom and lavs for all the characters, to capture with greater care
the voices of the actors and the ambient sound present in the place, to give it
more realism and drama to history.

In the same way, some sound effects were used to involve the public with what
is happening on the screen: all in relation to the context and without
exaggerating reality. Regarding the soundtrack, for the delivery of the DCP at
the School of Film and Animation, some original songs by Pamel Mancebo were
used, for having great similarity with the message sought in this short film.

Bryan Bena did an extraordinary job cleaning the dialogs and reducing the
background noise of some scenes. I must infinitely thank him, Creighton and
Oscar for the great work done capturing and handling the audio in this short
film.
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Public Reactions
SOFA introduced a new system for the graduate thesis projects to be submitted
in a DCP format at the time of the first screening of the film at the newly built
Wegmans Theater at RIT Magic Spell Center. Also as a student, right after the
screening of my thesis film, I had to make an artist statement in front of the
audience. But even though I’m an international student, I felt confident about
my English skills and had many preconceived notions about how the crowd
would react this situation added to the nervousness that preceded the film's
release for understandable reasons.

After the screening of the film and reading my emotional art statement, I
remember one reaction that came was from the Mrs. Sluberski, wife of Prof.
David Sluberski and it was directed to duration of my credits sequence, which
was very short and it was a technical error when exporting the film to its final
DCP form. Another feedback that I got was from professors Mari Jaye Blanchar
and Frank Deese, that they felt that I did not need to include the vlog scenes and
they did not help the development of this movie. This comment was on
delivering vs suggesting information through the character’s actions and it
helped me realize how the audience perceived my work. Other comments were
that lack of information that I had shown the viewers to get to know the
characters of Alice and Luna and that some stuff happens too fast on screen.
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On the negative side, a comment was made on the lack of depth in some scenes
which emphasized the amount of people at the bar and the stage area and made
the images seem a little flat and not crowded.

On a more personal level, one of the most important reactions was from the
family of my one American classmates, the Gilroy’s, they like it and enjoy the
comedy of my film, also professor Montoya felt identified with my Latin
humour and the Spanish speaking scenes. My coworkers from the Cage loved
the movie but remarked that they were missing the scene in the park and that it
would have helped a lot to the development of the story.

Conclusions
With all the above, we can conclude it that the true meaning of this work has
been to tell how the short film “What A Night” was made, from the voice of the
experience gained after coordinating the entire process as producer and
director.
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Filming is an interesting process per se. Good or bad, conflicting or charming, a
shoot is a small society, with its subsidiaries and its phobias, it's changing
relationships, which is created for a project and then destroyed. And the most
devastating proof that it makes sense to write about making a movie is the
thousands of movies are about shooting movies: from 8½ (Federico Fellini,
1963), Their Finest (Lone Scherfig, 2016) or State and Main ( David Mamet,
2000), to name a few.

It was a long, strenuous process, but, above all, enriching both personally and
professionally. When coordinating a project of this magnitude you are a
first-hand witness of the complexity intrinsic to the director's role, since he is
who, from beginning to an end, must have the film in its entirety in the head,
and in his hands he will know how to surround himself with people better than
him to direct the different departments, always with the common purpose of
telling the public a story. As simple and as complex as that.
If I had to do self-criticism, and I think it is necessary to reserve a paragraph for
it in this section, I would say that one aspect of the film with which I am less
happy was with the development of the story; and not because of my advisors,
but because of a lack of sufficient attention from the beginning to give more
subtext and action to the characters. I think it is a general tendency to pay little
attention to the subtext in the first projects that one performs as a director: we
care a lot about lighting, about actors, about camera angles ... but we tend not to
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work in depth on the development of a good history. The difference between a
professional and an amateur film may well be a well told story.

And to conclude, I would like to make a little reflection: What is the value of
making films? I’m still figuring that out. We, a crew of about fifteen people did
this, not to create a commercial or mass entertainment product, but to learn the
trade firsthand, based on trial and error. These twelve minutes of footage have
taken months of preparation, completion and post production and I’m proud of
every second. I think I made a film that I was setting out to make and I’m happy
with it. It is not perfect and for sure I know it could have been better.

What would I do differently now?
One of my most important experiences as a director and producer was in my
work. I was very lucky to work with an amazing group of people I had a very
good communication and understanding with going forward. I think it's
important to learn how to choose your work team and how to effectively and
respectfully communicate your ideas to them.

I think if I were to do something else at this stage, I would trust my team's
selection criteria more and focus on that team's opinions and decisions from
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the outset. I'd spend more time identifying my strengths and try to organize my
schedule for development accordingly. Also shoot a little more scenes, angles
and extreme close-up shots to help the audience understand and enjoy my film
in a better way.
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APPENDIX A - Original Thesis Proposal

HOLA
(working title)

by José Hidalgo Thormann
A Live-Action Short Fiction
Thesis Proposal 
September 11, 2018
A
 pproved for submission by

Don Casper
___________________________________________
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Logline: 
An encounter between a young woman and a non-English speaker that dersue
each other even though they don’t speak the same language.

Treatment:
On a fall day, Marcelo arrives at his house and finds Diego (our lead) taking out
chords on his guitar, he tells him that he must get a job, since he cannot remain
lazy without contributing to the house. Diego tells him that not knowing much
English makes it difficult to get a decent job, Marcelo says he can try to get
something by singing in a bar. That same day, Alice (female protagonist), is in a
park after an exercise routine with her friend Luna. They talk about the love life
of both and Alice tells asks her to have a girl’s night out.

Later in the night, we see Alice and Diego each getting ready to go out. Both
parties arrive to the bar at the same time. There is an immediate connection
between Diego and Alice. In the entrance, they exchange some words and go
separate ways. Inside, Diego performs a song in Spanish addressed to her. She
doesn’t understand a word but feels overwhelmed. After his time, they both talk
and exchange numbers. After they leave, they start texting in an awkward
Spanglish way. In a montage we see how their relationship progresses.

Then we cut to the present and we realize they are actually in coa uple’s therapy
reminiscing the beginning of their relationship. This doesn’t seem to solve their
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issues; Diego is not giving Alice the attention she wants dubecause ofis success
in music after sealing a deal with a record company. After the couple’s therapy,
they fight, and Diego goes to the bar where they met. He meets Marcelo there
and they both talk about his issues with Alice and Diego realizes how much she
means to him. He then decides he iswillake her a priority in his life, goes home
and does a romantic gesture by singing a song to her.

Rationale: 
After coming up with many ideas of films that could be doable, films that would
be easier to digest and people can enjoy and feel identified, I arrived at this idea
based on a story that my best friend told me, the influence of my Hispanic
background and my own views on life. My premise is that we are all humans, we
are all human beings and we don’t need language to bond with other humans.
Language is something we take for granted. The strings of syllables, sounds and
pauses, which all mesh together to form thoughts that can be transferred
directly from one person’s cerebral cloud to another, is nothing short of a
phenomenon. When face-to-face, we can’t mind-read, but we can mind-speak.
But what happens when this ability is lost? Is there something more to us
humans than our vocabulary to express our trails of brain dust? Music is a
universal language that unites us all and can help us communicate with
everyone without the need of words.

When coming to America I was prepared to interact with English speakers but
not for my classmates and new friends from other parts of the world that
English is not their mother language. In the past two years I have been exposed
to people from many nationalities and hear them talk in their own language
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with their friends and families on the phone or trohrough video calls. Despite
not understanding anything from what they were saying, the most unparalleled
insight subtly peeped its head into my consciousness, and paradoxically
appeared when my clinging to the struggle of a language barrier disappeared.
That’s where I saw the bridge of the human connection really reveal itself
before me. I watched one of my friends from India talk with his mom in our way
to this house. I did not know what they were talking about but just by seeing his
reactions and the sound of his voice I knew it was something good and that was
making him happy. I could tell if he was sad, not because he told me, but
because I could see it in his eyes and his face. A smile means the same thing in
every culture – a basic fact you learn in Psychology 101. Language is
unnecessary for people to experience empathy for one another. Anger, passion,
love and pure stupidity is the same across the board, regardless of the insults,
exclamations, compliments or mistakes provided in one’s native language to
express it. My friends back home, always tell me I’m always watching people
instead of talking to them. But for me it is better to watch people rather than
speculate based on what you heard. Habits, motions, expressions and vibes clue
us humans onto what the others are thinking or feeling.
Vision: 
HOLA is a romantic dramedy, of how two people of different backgrounds and
cultures can end up liking each other and sharing interests. United States is a
land of immigrants, the country is based on numerous nationalities and
languages that merged with each other. As a Latin filmmaker, an immigrant in
the US myself. I feel, I’m uniquely qualified to tell this story. I’ve been in Diego
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shoes. I know the struggle of not knowing the language but wanting to interact
with someone that catches your attention.

This film is a dramatic and emotionally powerful story. It also is filled with
offbeat and humorous moments that I have every intention of fully exploiting.
Comedy is something that I’ve always liked but for my thesis I wanted
something more serious but still kind of comedic. Music plays an important part
in this film. I secured the rights for some songs that mesh perfectly with what is
happening on the story and complement the audiovisual piece. For this, I
already have the songs recorded with my main actor voice. The main characters
are from different worlds and complex, but also flawed. Nobody is good or bad. I
want the audience to enjoy the ride and laugh but also make a believable drama.

This film is fun and a bit emotional, but not sentimental. It deals with huge
universal themes: love, culture and communication. My style of shooting, the
way I block, compose and light my shots, is always rooted in the emstory's
emotionI see this film as something with bright colors and fast p-ced cuts. I
want to trhieve a visual style like that of Richard Linklater in Before Sunrise or
Greta Gerwig in Lady Bird.

Budget:
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Acct

Category

Total

01

Story Rights

0

02

Screenwriter(s) and Script Editor

0

04

Producer(s)

0

05

Director(s) - Labor and Rights

0

"A" - DEVELOPMENT COSTS ("Above-The-Line")

TOTAL "A" - DEVELOPMENT COSTS ("Above-The-Line")

0

"B" - PRODUCTION COSTS ("Below-The-Line Production")

10

Cast - Labor and Rights

0

12

Production Office - Labor

0

13

Art Department - Labor

0

19

Hair/Makeup/Wardrobe - Labor

0

21

Technical Department - Labor

0

28

Production Office Expenses

100

31

Studio and Location Expenses

300

32

Unit Catering and Craft Service

200
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34

Transportation Expenses

100

36

Art Department - Expenses

100

41

Hair/Makeup/Wardrobe - Expenses

50

45

Technical Department - Expenses

100

50

Raw Stock and Transfer Expenses

0

TOTAL "B" - PRODUCTION COSTS ("Below-The-Line Production")

950

"C" - POST PRODUCTION COSTS ("Below-The-Line Post")

60

Post Production Labor

200

62

Picture Post Expenses

100

63

Sound Post Expenses

200

64

Finishing and Delivery Expenses

0

65

Versioning/Closed-captioning

150

66

Music - Labor and Expenses

400

TOTAL "C" - POST PRODUCTION COSTS ("Below-The-Line Post")

1050

TOTAL "B" + "C"

2000

"D" - OTHER COSTS
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70

HDD Drives

400

71

Talent Travel

600

72

General and Indirect Expenses

200

TOTAL "D" - OTHER COSTS

800

CONTINGENCY

80

Contingency

CONTINGENCY

15.00%

420

TOTAL PRODUCTION BUDGET

"E" - PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION COSTS

90

Promotion Costs

0

91

Distribution Costs

300

TOTAL "E" - PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION COSTS

300

GRAND TOTAL

3520
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APPENDIX B - Promotional Poster

45

APPENDIX C - Production Stills

46

47

48

49

50

APPENDIX D - SCRIPT

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

APPENDIX E - Budget
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APPENDIX F - Original Story Treatment
HOLA - APRIL 2018 by Jose Hidalgo Thormann
Chloe (20’s) is a young and modern-day millennial born and raised in sunny Georgia and got stuck up
in Upstate NY because of a great job. She briefly narrates how after countless Tinder dates, one-night
stands and boyfriends, she had given up on dealing with men. Chloe was just so exhausted from dating
that she started blaming everything on herself. She started to become this introverted insecure woman
who is afraid of opening herself to others and getting hurt again. And not only to guys, but anyone in
general. She disconnected herself from the world and had no interaction with anyone but Netflix. After
a routinely day at the office, she goes out for a run, while listening some self-help audiobook to improve
her social life. She is tired of happy couples on movies and avoids watching the romance category on
Netflix. The narrator of the book reads a challenge for Chloe, she needs to connect with a stranger a
day. Days pass and all Chloe attempts to talk to someone fail, they reject her, they don’t notice her,
they are listening to music, she acts like a weirdo, even babies run from her. In the process, she also
changes her appearance in order attracts the attention of men.

One afternoon she feels like she needs to quit, and that life doesn’t want her to change, she sits next to
a street performer and cries. He is singing in another language but notices she is sad and passes her a
tissue. She tells him to play her sad song, he doesn’t understand her and replies to her in his language.
Then she gets her feet on the ground and notices she is having a real connection with someone even
though she doesn’t technically fully understand what he says. She reaches her hand to him and
presents herself, he does the same. He tries to calm her down and make her sadness go away. He
moves closer to her and Chloe gets up the bench quickly kind of scared of what might happen. She
talks to herself and look at him repeatedly, he laughs, and she thinks he is making fun of her. He tells
her that he is just trying to be nice. They work their conversation through a kind of charade game and
Chloe realizes that he is being a nice person with her, he is even cute. He asks her out and she denies
and leaves. He is bummed and sad, he finally plays a sad song.

On her way back to her car, she keeps talking to herself, asking why she denied the guy, is it the
language barrier or there was one? Probably not because they were understanding each other, literally.
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She makes up her mind and tells herself that she needs to let go for once in a long time and take a risk.
The next day she looks happy and determined, she goes to the park looking for Diego, he is playing,
and she stands up in front of him. She then starts singing whatever Diego’s playing and that seems to
capture Diego’s attention. He sees that it’s Chloe and smiles to her, with a little bit of fear because of
what had just happened. She starts playing charades again once again, trying for him to guess “let’s go
out sometime.” Once he gets it, he agrees on going out with her. She asks, “what about now?” and
they both smile.
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APPENDIX G - Screenings Artist Statement
If I could choose one medium to use as a universal form of communication, one with the
power to provoke and unite, I would choose film. Without film, my ideas will come to
nothing. Nothing is enough. I've probably learned more from documentaries on TV and
the internet than I have from reading books, sorry Mom. I am a straight shooter who
isn’t afraid to have tough conversations. I also believe that people are more capable
and valuable than they often give/get credit for. I enjoy working on projects with deeper
messages and comedic situations. Through my experience in film school, I have gained
a lot of knowledge, learning how much there is to think about with every shot; from
continuity to mise en scene, and the technical skills needed for editing. I have
experienced the frustrating re-takes and the relief of a finished scene, as well as the
interesting decisions the director and other members of the crew make.

After coming with many ideas of films that could be doable, films that would be easier to
digest and people can enjoy and feel identified, I arrived at this idea based on a story
that my best friend told me, the influence of my Hispanic background and my own views
on life. My premise is that we are all humans, we are all beings and we don’t need
language to bond with other humans. Language is something we take for granted.

I

think of communication as a universal form of sharing the human experience. The
strings of syllables, sounds, and pauses, which all mesh together to form thoughts that
can be transferred directly from one person’s cerebral cloud to another, is nothing short
of a phenomenon. When face-to-face, we can’t mind-read, but we can mind-speak. But
what happens when this ability is lost? Is there something more to us humans than our
vocabulary to express our trails of brain dust? Language is not necessary for people to
experience empathy for one another. Anger, passion, love and pure stupidity are the
same across the board, regardless of the insults, exclamations, compliments or
mistakes provided in one’s native language to express it.
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For this film, at first I wanted to do something dramatic and with some kind of social
criticism and that, but in the end, I could not get out of my wave and end up going back
to mine. Comedy and writing about things that I experience on a daily basis. Through
my film, although in a comical way, I try to subtly touch subjects that as an immigrant I
face every day. The fact of using people without any type of acting training was very
interesting since it was easier for me to adapt the characters to them, in the case of
Marcelo and Luna, they are interpreting themselves. Which makes the performance feel
more organic and real. I like to call this film, a digestible movie. Anyone can see it and
enjoy it in their own way without getting too complicated to understand it. What A Night
as a film interests me because it acknowledges the importance of not putting barriers
when something is wanted, that we all might do not speak the same language but we
can understand ourselves via signals, looks, music or other ways. To understand each
other there is no need to talk.

I can’t believe that my life as a graduate student is coming to an end. Studying abroad is
not for everyone, but neither is it impossible; we must have the will, predisposition, and
above all unconditional support from the people we love most, so that distance does not
become so complicated. Have emotional strength when losing loved ones and
accepting not being able to be there in their final moments. I want to dedicate this film to
my grandfather, who died last January. He is the reason why I am a filmmaker and who
introduced me to this marvelous world of cinema. Thanks for all grandpa. I love you and
miss you. It's been a tough start of the year, but I know you will forever be proud of me
and our family. Thank you for showing me what it means to be a good person and for
supporting me. Thank you for being the person that I look up to.

Finally, I can’t thank the School of Film and Animation faculty, my thesis advisor
Ambarien Alqadar, our program chair Adrianne Carageorge, the MFA program director
Tom Gasek, my Cage crew and my classmates enough for all the guidance,
professional development, and experience I’ve gained from my time in the school.
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I am grateful for the friendships and connections I have made during my time here and I
can not wait to see what awaits me in the future. Thank you very much, everyone, for
watching my film.

Jose Hidalgo Thormann
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